ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION

22
The development of high-density DNA microarrays in the late 1990s represented a breakthrough in 23 terms of the accuracy and the price at which expression levels could be measured on a genome-wide 24 scale (Brown and Botstein 1999) . In subsequent years, much work was carried out to develop, validate, 25 and benchmark computational methods for deriving gene expression levels from microarray data, e.g.
26
as part of the MAQC project (Shippy et al. 2006; Tong et al. 2006) . However, since the emergence 27 of next-generation sequencing and its adoption for expression profiling (Mortazavi et al. 2008) Table 2 . Benchmark results pm am for processing MAQC data with affy and pyAffy. The benchmark results for the affy package do not include the time required for creating a custom CDF R package using makecdfenv.
The effects of individual steps in the RMA algorithm
110
The RMA algorithm can be understood as a series of individual decisions and procedures: To study the effect of individual steps in the RMA algorithm in isolation, I repeated the previously • pyAffy is ignorant of missing data: Individual probes on microarrays can be masked as "outliers",
156
either automatically by the Affymetrix image processing software, or manually by the researcher.
157
Currently, pyAffy treats all data as "present", ignoring all information about outliers etc.
158
• Working with compressed (gzip'ed) CEL files is only supported on Unix and Unix-like platforms
159
(i.e., Linux and Mac OS).
160
• pyAffy has not been tested on microarray designs other than the Human Genome U133 Plus 2.0. and preprocessCore source code also proved to be an illuminating experience that facilitated a more 168 thorough understanding of the RMA method, as well as the relationship between the processed and the 169 raw data.
170
Practical considerations in comparing expression microarray to RNA-Seq data
171
For large datasets, the RMA implementation presented here processes microarray data in under one second 172 per sample (see Table 2 ). In my experience, this is roughly 50 times faster than a RNA-Seq processing has been carried out using both platforms, and both datasets are stored in a database like NCBI GEO, a 177 researcher might choose to work with the microarray data initially, simply because it takes much less time 178 to download and process the raw data. Indeed, it might be useful to incorporate a feature in the pyAffy 179 package that would allow researchers to automatically download and process arbitrary datasets based on 180 GEO series accession number. (https://www.ebi.ac.uk/arrayexpress/browse.html), by using the "experiment type" 188 filters "RNA assay" and "array assay" in combination, and selecting "ArrayExpress data only". Figure 2 , third row). The unexpected rise of the fraction of signal retained for very low intensities can be explained by the choice of an exponential distribution to model the true signal, which has its maximum density at x = 0. However, this effect does not appear to have a noticeable impact on the data in practice.
181
METHODS
182
NCBI GEO and EBI ArrayExpress statistics
The affy package relies on C code in the preprocessCore package to implement this procedure. 
263
The RMA implementation in pyAffy optimizes the procedure implemented in the preprocessCore 264 package for speed, while attempting to obtain highly similar parameter estimates. Concretely, for esti-265 mating µ, I decided to replace two kernel density estimation steps with a simple histogram calculation
266
(with a fixed bin width of 4.0), using the bin with the largest number of probes as a substitute for the 267 mode of the density estimate 12 . I left the estimation of σ (given µ) unchanged and retained the scaling 268 factor of √ 2. Finally, based on the observations described above, I decided to simply set α to a fixed 269 value value close to zero (0.03). I determined this value empirically, by testing which value would 270 result in experssion values that appeared most similar to those produced by affy. Even though this 271 procedure of estimating the three parameter appeared radically simplified compared to the one performed 272 in preprocessCore, it resulted in highly similar expression values in practice (see Figure 1) from the MAQC study (GEO accession: GSE5350), and the expresso function to process the data.
285
Specifically, the commands used were:
286 dataset <-ReadAffy( widget=FALSE, filenames=cel_files, sampleNames=samples, celfile.path=cel_dir, compress=TRUE, cdfname='hgu133plus2hsentrezgcdf' ) eset <-expresso( dataset, bgcorrect.method='rma', normalize.method='quantiles', pmcorrect.method='pmonly', summary.method='medianpolish' ) write.exprs(eset, file = output_file)
The benchmarking was performed for affy version 1.44.0, using R 3.1.1. Execution time was Applying RMA with individual processing steps omitted.
300
The rma function in the pyAffy takes optional parameters (with default value True) that allow 301 individual steps of the RMA algorithm to be skipped (if False is specified). To obtain the "raw data" 302 expression levels shown in the top row of Figure 2 , the following command was used: 303 rma( cdf_file, sample_cel_files, pm_probes_only = False, # no exclusion of MM probes bg_correct = False, # no background correction quantile_normalize = False, # no quantile normalization medianpolish = False # no median polish )
